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1 INTRODUCTION
This report serves a two-fold purpose: (1) it presents an implemented proposal concerning the generation of spoken route descriptions within the VODIS project and (2) it describes how one can use LGM,
the Language Generation Module developed at IPO, for the generation of spoken monologues.
LGM was originally developed as part of the Dial Your Disc (DYD) system, which produced spoken
monologues about Mozart compositions derived from information found in a database (see van Deemter,
Landsbergen, Leermakers & Odijk 1994, Odijk 1995, van Deemter & Odijk 1997). More recently, it
has been used in a system which generates spoken reports of soccer matches based on Teletext reports
(known as GoalGetter, see Klabbers, Odijk, de Pijper, Theune 1997, Theune, Klabbers, Odijk & de
Pijper 1997a, l 997b). Currently LGM is used and further improved in the development of several applications.
The articles mentioned so far describe the general mechanisms of LGM, and motivate the choices
that have been made. In this report, we will briefly summarize the main ideas of LGM, but the emphasis
will be on a description of how to use LGM, in all -sometimes gory- detail. Our aim is that this
report can be used as a kind of guide for people who want to use LGM for the development of a spoken
language generator. To illustrate the workings of LGM we have chosen for a real application, which
has been worked out to the extent that, with some effort, a layman can still understand what is going
on, even though most of the possibilities of LGM are illustrated: we describe the fundamentals of a
module which generates spoken route descriptions within the VODIS project.
VODIS is a European project which aims at the development of a spoken interface for a driver information system. The current generation of driver information systems is getting increasingly complex, involving navigation computers, traffic messaging (RDSrrMC), and mobile telephone (GSM)
besides the more or less standard car HiFi equipment. The operating of such a complex system should
never interfere with the user's main task: driving a car. Therefore, it seems very useful to investigate
the possibility of interaction with such driver information systems via speech. Obviously, a vocal interface requires speech understanding as well as language and speech generation, and for that LGM comes
into play. The use of LGM for speech output is particularly fruitful when there is a large amount of
structured, non-linguistic information which has to be presented to the user in natural language. Consider the case of route-descriptions: clearly there is no way in which all possible route descriptions
can be stored and played back when required; real generation is called for. It should be stressed that
this is not the only place in the application domain of the VODIS project where natural language generation can be fruitful. Another interesting possibility would be the presentation of more 'touristic'
information, i.e., the user requests information about museums in Berlin, and (possibly on the basis of
the Merlan scout database) the generation module produces a brief text informing the user about these
museums. In this report, we will restrict our attention to route descriptions for the sake of clarity.
How to read this report? The rest of this report consists of essentially two sections, corresponding to
its bipartite purpose. In section 2 we present a general overview of the module which generates spoken
route descriptions, starting from a description of the VODIS project and a very general description of
LGM. In section 3 a detailed description is given of the actions that had to be taken to construct the
route descriptions generator. We hope that it may also serve as a guide for developers of future LGM
applications. We round off this report with a concluding section in which we raise several issues for
future research. 1
1

A report like this always is a living document. That is: it is always open for improvements and extensions. The current
report describes the situation as of June 1998.
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2
2.1

THE GENERATION OF SPOKEN ROUTE DESCRIPTIONS

Background: the VODIS Project

Recent years have shown a rapidly increasing interest in so-called Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS).
This interest has already resulted in widespread availability of on-board navigation computers, involving digital maps, extensive driver information databases, visual and/or auditory guidance and traffic
messaging. The impact of ITS on the 'driving experience' is expected to be highly significant by those
in the know. Noy (1997:xiii): Once perfected and in widespread use, ITS is expected to improve safety,

alleviate traffic congestion, decrease transportation costs, increase economic productivity, and reduce
the environmental damage "Caused by the use 'df motor vehicles. However, he also stresses that if the.
driver-ITS interface is not well designed, ITS will be a safety hazard (Noy 1997: ibid.)
One central problem in the design of a good driver-ITS interface is that the driver is primarily involved in another task with a high cognitive, visual and manual load: driving a car. Moreover, it should
be stressed that ITS is not the only complex device the modern driver has to his availability: the current
generation of Driver Information Systems (DIS) includes all the conventional car-HiFi apparatus (CD,
cassette, tuner) plus GSM telephone, besides ITS. Given the fact that driving puts high demands on
the visual and manual abilities of the driver, while the driver's hearing and speech abilities are hardly
used, it seems worthwhile to study the possibilities of a spoken language interface for DIS.
Several experiments have shown that voice output (preferably combined with a redundant screen
display) is beneficial for the efficiency of ITS, see e.g., Streeter, Vitello & Wonsiewicz (1985), Parkes
& Burnett (1993), Verwey (1993), Kimura, Marunaka & Sugiura (1997). Labiale (1990) found that
longer messages were memorized better when presented visually, which is maybe not surprising given
the transience of speech. Srinivasan & Jovannis (1997) also found that subjects performed best when
using voice guidance combined with a visual map. However, exit interviews revealed that some subjects found the voice guidance messages irritating and wanted to have the option to turn them off.
A full-fledged vocal interface for DIS not only involves voice-output, but also voice-input, which
would allow the user to operate the in-car devices by voice. The task of designing, implementing
and evaluating such an in-car voice-based user-system interface is taken up in the European LE 2277
(VODIS), as part of the Telematics Application/Language Engineering program. More concretely, the
project aims at developing a vocal interface to an existing DIS (namely the Berlin RCM303A of Robert
Bosch GmbH), which presently integrates a tuner, an amplifier, a CD changer, a cassette player, a navigation computer and a GSM telephone. The vocal interface will be developed for German, French,
Italian and (British) English. The project consists of two stages: for the first stage a basic command and
control language is defined consisting of 70 keywords and phrases, which essentially encompasses the
functionalities of the current tactile interface of the Berlin system. For instance, there are keywords
which allow the user to switch from one device to another ("navigation", "tuner" etc.), the user can
enter a destination to which (s)he wants to be guided, the user can initiate phone calls (by "call" +
(number) I(name), e.g., "call 911" or "call Peter"), etc. The keyword language also contains dialogue
control phrases like "yes", "no", "OK", and "abort". The first VODIS prototype will be the subject
of experimental evaluation. The results of these experiments will be the input for the development of
the second prototype, which also aims at broadening the range of possible user's input by allowing
spontaneously spoken database queries for the navigation task. 2

2.2

Voice Output in VO DIS: the Case of Spoken Route Desciptions

For the first VODIS prototype, there are two sources of voice output: (i) the brief, pre-recorded route
guidance messages ("turn left in 50 meters") which are already present in the navigation module of
2
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the actual Berlin system, and (ii) the feedback messages and prompts related to the ongoing dialogue
between user and system. The main purpose of feedback is to inform the user about the current state of
the system, thereby allowing the user to keep a good mental representation of the system. Moreover,
since speech recognition errors can never be precluded, feedback messages and prompts provide the
user with clues about what the system has recognized. Since the number of allowed inputs is severely
limited for the first YODIS system, the number of reactions from the system is likewise restricted.
Moreover, unnecessary variation in feedback messages may confuse the user, and should therefore be
avoided. In general: users are sensitive to both content and form of feedback messages and prompts,
and therefore a lot of attention has been paid for the first phase to define adequate responses from the
system (see the updated version of Krahmer & Pouteau 1997). All in all, the voice output for the first
YODIS demonstrator is restricted to a limited set of pre-defined messages which are not subject to
variation and can thus, in principle, be listed. There is no need for 'real' natural language generation.
Of course, this is different for the (planned) second YODIS demonstrator which aims at broadening
the range of user's input by allowing 'spontaneous' requests for the navigation task.
In general, natural language generation becomes relevant when there is a large amount of structured non-linguistic information which has to be presented to the user in natural language. A case in
point is the generation of spoken route descriptions. It shall be clear that it is impossible to list all possible route descriptions. Hence: 'real' generation of spoken route description is required. In this report
we will focus on the generation of such descriptions.
In the literature on navigation (e.g., MaaB 1994) a distinction is made between complete3 and incremental route descriptions. The current generation of commercially available navigation systems,
such as Philips' Carin system, and Bosch's TravelPilot (part of the Berlin system), all make use of
incremental route descriptions, based on GPS (Global Position System) receivers. The advantage of
incremental over complete route descriptions is that the driver is told what to do precisely when it has
to be done: no instructions have to be remembered for longer stretches of time. However, some expirements indicate that drivers are also interested in more general complete route guidance information.
For example, Berge (1993:94), describing driver tests that took place in Oslo and Athens, remarks that
in both cities drivers wanted more general route guidance. This allows them to form a global picture
of the route to be followed. The current version of the Berlin system does not give users the possibility
to request more general route information. If it did, it would unite the best of both worlds: incremental
route guidance, plus a redundant screen display, but also the availability of general complete route information on user's request. We propose to further investigate this possibility for the second YODIS
prototype. For this purpose, a special key-word has to be introduced, say route information (maybe
instead of show route list which currently leads to a list of all the street names which will be visited
along the route being displayed). This key-word can be used at any point during the route, and when
it is uttered, the user will be presented with a short description of the complete route ahead. From now
on we will use the term 'route description' to refer to complete route descriptions, unless indicated
otherwise.
Notice that various factors can have an influence on the kind of route description to be generated.
For example, if the driver wants to get from one place in Amsterdam to a destination in the same city,
this will lead to a different kind of route description than when he or she wants to go from the city center of Amsterdam to the center of Maastricht. In the latter case, general information about the actual
route is more interesting than in the former: which major cities are passed? which highways are taken?
for how long? &c. In the former case general route information concerning the roads to be taken has
3

0ccassionally, also referred to as pre-trip route descriptions. We will not use this term since we assume that the user
can also ask for general information on the route ahead during the trip.
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very little added value for the driver who wants to form a mental picture of the road ahead. In general:
various kinds of routes may require different kinds of route descriptions; the generation of route descriptions should be context-dependent. For now, let us distinguish city-internal and inter-city routes.
In this report we focus on the description of inter-city routes, since the city-internal route descriptions
do not appear to have much added-value over the incremental route descriptions currently provided by
the Berlin system.
To begin with, we propose that the description of inter-city routes contains the following information:
1.

~urr~nt destinatio~; city and st;eet, plu~ cro,ssing street-( if entered) 4

2. distance in kilometers from current position to destination
3. the expected time of arrival
4. time in minutes until the next incremental guidance message
5. a general route description, consisting of a sequence of sub routes, each in tum consisting of the
names of the motorways visited during the route, together with begin- and end-points, distance
between them in kilometers, and (if available) points of interest (abbreviated as POis, e.g., interchanges, junctions, etc.) which mark the switch to a different motorway
For city-internal routes only items 1 to 4 are relevant. It should be stressed that a distinction has to be
made between (i) which information is given to the user about the route ahead and (ii) the techniques
which are used to present this information in natural language. Naturally, the emphasis in this report is
on the second topic. Of course, the list of pieces of information can be modified at will. For example,
the Shell route planner5 also estimates the total fuel consumption, the amount of money (in the local
currency) the trip will cost the driver and the Shell-stations that are passed. Other, potentially useful,
extra information is the number of highway exits that are not taken, up to the exit that has to be taken,
as present in for example ALHRoute (Auto Lease Holland). Ultimately, deciding what information to
give to the user is a matter of user requirements.
An important question is the extent to which information regarding the items mentioned above is
available within the Berlin navigation system. It appears that all information is indeed present, but
that it might be difficult to retrieve it. The problem is this: the navigation computer works on a digital map, which consist of network of labelled lines (corresponding with the 'weight' of the road) and
geographical coordinates. To calculate a route to some entered destination, the system has to convert
the destination to geographical coordinates. This means that there is some function which maps every
potential destination to its geographical coordinates. However, going the other way around appears to
be difficult. Thus, if one is driving from Maastricht to Groningen one passes Eindhoven and Utrecht,
but these cities are not marked as such on the digital map. It should be noted that the new CD View
software from Bosch (released in the spring Of 1998) is able to read the required information from a CD
ROM. So, it seems reasonable to assume for the time being that these technical issues can be overcome,
and that the required global route information will be available from the Berlin navigation computer.
Perhaps a solution to this problem can be found by using the Map software developed by Mathias Denecke (CMU). As said, the Generation module is particularly useful for longer, intercity tours. The
problems mentioned above (geographical coordinates cannot be related to proper names of potential
4

Maybe 'crossing street' should be replaced with 'house number', depending on the choices made in the project.
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destinations) do not apply to the Map system. However, the Map system required special digital maps
which are currently not available. Thus the situation appears to be as follows, the map-data is avalaible
in the Berlin navigation computer, but it is difficult to retrieve it (although the recent results with CD
View are promising), while in the Map system retrieving the required data is no problem, but there is
a lack of map-data.
Summarizing: the addition of complete route descriptions is an interesting and useful application
of voice output in the YODIS project. Such descriptions are context-dependent. They are only generated on an explicit request from the user. Initially, information is generated concerning the entered
destination, the distance from the current position to the destination, expected time of arrival, rough
itinerary, and next upcoming guidance message. All this information is, in principle, available within
the Berlin!TravelPilot navigation computer. At the time of writing it is uncertain to what extent this
information will be accessible in practice, but we assume that these technical problems will be solvable. On the basis of these observations a first module has been implemented which generates global
route descriptions containing the information mentioned above. This module is based on the L<inguage
Generation Module (LGM) developed at IPO. It is the subject of the next paragraph.

2.3

The La.nguage Generation Module Applied to Route Descriptions

IPOs Language Generation Module (LGM) was developed for the generation of spoken monologues
on the basis of structured, non-linguistic information. It aims at generating coherent monologues which
allow for a certain amount of variation. These properties make LGM perfectly suitable for the generation of spoken route descriptions. How can we employ LGM for this purpose? This paragraph gives
a general description.
Suppose it is three 'o clock in the afternoon. you are currently in Maastricht, a nice, medium sized
city in the deep south of the Netherlands, and want to drive to the Oude Kijk in 't Jat Straat in Groningen, another nice, medium sized city, but located in the far north of the Netherlands. Once you have
entered this destination in your Berlin system, a route is calculated and made the currently active route
of the system. In accordance with the observations made in the previous section, we assume that a route
can be described by a datastructure which contains slots for starting place, finish (which itself includes
city, street, and crossing street slots), length of trip, next message, arrival time, and for an ordered list
of subroutes, each in tum containing a start, finish, length, road and points of interest (poi), where the
finish of the n-th subroute is the start of the n + 1-th subroute. For the trip from Maastricht to Groningen the route calculation is assumed to yield the following data structure, to which we shall refer as
the trip-table.
START
FINISH

LENGTH
SUBROUTE

SUBROUTE

Maastricht
CITY
STREET
CROSS
371
SUBSTART
SUBFINISH
SUBLENGTH
SUBROAD
SUB POI
SUBSTART
SUBFINISH
SUBLENGTH

Groningen
Oude Kijk in bet J atstraat
#
Maastricht
Eindhoven
119
A2
#
Eindhoven
Den Bosch
36
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SUBROAD
SUB POI
SUB ROUTE SUB START
SUB FINISH
SUBLENGTH
SUBROAD
SUB POI
SUBROUTE SUB START
·SUBFINISH
SUBLENGTH
SUBROAD
SUB POI
NEXTMSG
18
ARRIVE
1929

N2
#
Den Bosch
Utrecht
44
A2
Knooppunt Rhijnnauwen
Utrecht
Groningen
193
A28
#

A'#' indicates that no value has been entered. NEXTMSG 18 means that the next route guidance message comes within 18 kilometers. When part of the trip has been completed, the trip-table is updated
accordingly.
Now you start driving. Since you have a long trip ahead you want to have some general route information, so you ask for it. One possible system reply to your question is given below, in enriched
text format, that is, a text with prosodic annotations. In particular, phrases which receive a pitch accent are italicized, and intonational phrases are separated by slashes. The number of slashes (one, two
or three) indicates the length of the pause between the two intonational phrases (short, medium, long
respectively). 6
you are currently guided II to the Oude Kijk in het Jatstraat in Groningen Ill
the distance from your current whereabouts to there I is three hundred seventyone kilometers Ill
expected time of arrival I is seven twentynine PM Ill
the rough itinerary / looks as follows Ill
first II you follow the A2 II from Maastricht to Eindhoven II for one hundred nineteen
kilometers ///
next II you take the N2 II from the city of light to Den Bosch II for thirtysix kilometers Ill
then II you take the A2 II from Den Bosch to Utrecht II for forty/our kilometers Ill
finally II you take theA28 II from there to Groningen II for one hundred ninetythree kilometers///
further particulars will be provided along the way Ill
the next guidance message comes within eighteen kilometers Ill
have a pleasant drive Ill

6

It is worth stressing that this text is an output of the current, preliminary implementation of the Generation module. We
explicitly think of this generation module as an intermediate step towards a fully fleshed out generation module. The point
here is that the current system contains all the relevant ingredients (be it in an occasionally 'embryonic' version). More
details will be given below.
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Let us now describe what happened in between the user's request for a route description and the system's reply? First of all, LGM is activated. The following picture (after Klabbers, de Pijper, Odijk and
Theune 1997) gives the global architecture of LGM.

domain data

data---+-+-

PROSODY

GENERATION

templates

,____,___ enriched text

context state

LGM starts with retrieving the active trip-table; this is the data which needs to be converted into spoken
text. The active trip-table is translated into a typed feature structure which serves as an LGM-intemal
representation of the active route. Here is a partial view on the filled-in typed feature structure.

start
finish
length

Maastricht

[place

Groningen
Oude Kijk in het Jatstraat
street
crossingstreet NIL

37I

sum
subroutes

l

(

start
finish
length
road
poi

Maastricht
Eindhoven
/19
A2
NIL

' ... '

start
finish
length
road
poi

Utrecht
Groningen
193
A28
NIL

)

nextmessage IB
arrival

I929

An interesting feature of LGM is that it contains very little global text planning. The only assumption is that a text consists of one or more paragraphs, each paragraph in tum consisting of one or more
sentences. The 'lack' of global text planning is compensated for at sentence level: all sentences are
associated with conditions on their occurrence. An advantage of this is that the relative ordering of
sentences is not fixed in advance. Sentences are generated using a hybrid generation technique (cf.
Reiter 1995, Coch 1996, Klabbers, Odijk, de Pijper & Theune 1997a), a combination of 'ready-made'
sentence patterns with open slots which require 'real generation'. The advantage of this method is that
it is both computationally efficient (real time) and allows for sufficient freedom to express the required
data. The LGM method differs from other systems using hybrid generation techniques in that it uses
syntactic templates for sentences. These syntactic templates consist of full syntactic trees with one

[9]

or more open slots, to be filled with parts of speech generated from the input data (an example will be
given shortly). The syntactic tree information is mainly used for calculating prosodic information (predicting pitch accents and intonational boundaries). This prosodic information is crucial for effective
synthetic speech. Besides syntactic information, the templates used in LGM also contain conditions on
their applicability. To check whether these conditions are met, a Knowledge State and a Context State
are maintained. The first keeps track of which information has been conveyed so far. In the Context
State it is registered which entities have so far been introduced, how they were introduced, etc.
As said, each sentence is associated with conditions on its occurrence. The most interesting conditions are those related to the Knowledge State; these conditions usually require that certain pieces
of information have or have not been conveyed to the user. In terms of our example, before the user
is informed how to get from Eindhoven to Den Bosch, s(he) should be told how to reach Eindhoven
from Maastricht. Moreover, each template is associated with a topic, a label which expresses 'what
the template is about'. Each paragraph consists of sentences which are associated with the same topic,
and in this way sentences which are about the same topic are naturally grouped together. In the current
version of the route description generator, only three rather trivial topics are used: introduction, which
contains the general information of the current route, body, which relates to the 'core' route description, and conclusion, which rounds up the entire description. The topics themselves are not explicitly
ordered and unconstrained, only templates are associated with conditions and these determine the order in which the topics are presented to the user. Put differently, as far as the generation algorithm is
concerned, there is no reason to start with the introduction-topic. However, all templates associated
with body or conclusion require the general information to be conveyed to the user. More details on
this method can be found in Odijk ( 1995).
This generation method can be characterized as 'survival of the fittest sentence(s)': if a template
is applicable in the current context, it is used to generate sentences by filling the slots using syntactic
structures generated from subsentential templates. The resulting syntactic structures are checked for
syntactic wellformedness. The Context State is used to check whether the referential and quantificational expressions in a given syntactic structure (phrases like the next guidance message or the distance
from here to Groningen) are used in an appropriate manner. If more than one sentence passes all the
relevant tests with success, one of them is selected at random and is subsequently conveyed to the user;
the Context State and Knowledge State are updated accordingly.
So far we have only generated a syntactic sentence structure and not a sentence to be spoken as
such. The step from syntax to speech is handled by the Prosody Module. The Prosody Module converts the syntactic tree in a metrical tree, and assigns pitch accents and prosodic boundaries. A metrical
tree is binary branching. Each pair of branches consists of a strong and a weak branch. The determination of strong and weak branches, and the subsequent placement of pitch accents and intonational
boundaries is determined by a version of Focus-Accent Theory (Baart 1987, Dirksen 1992, Dirksen and
Quine 1993). A special feature of the Prosody Module is that contextual information has an influence
on accent assignment. It is well-known in the prosodic literature that 'old' information should be deaccented, while 'new' information should be accented (see e.g., Halliday 1967, Chafe 1976, Nooteboom
and Terken 1982). In general, however, it is not easy to determine automatically whether a given piece
of information is old or new. In the case of LGM, however, this can easily be determined given that all
information which has been conveyed to the user (the given information) is explicitly marked as such
in the Knowledge State. For more details see van Deemter (1994). The output of the Prosody Module
is an enriched text, a sequence of words with prosodic annotations for accents and boundaries. This
enriched text can then be fed into a speech synthesizer. The presence of prosodic annotations makes
the speech output more fluent than it would be if only text would be generated. Nachtegaal (1997),
when evaluating the accentuation of LGM (in particular, GoalGetter), concluded that the generation
[10]

of pitch accents was a good approximation of the way speakers place their accents.
Let us now point out a number of strong and weak points of the generated text given above. First
of all, notice that the local conditions on sentences have resulted in a coherent text. Second, all pitch
accents and intonational phrase boundaries are derived from the syntactic structure of the generated
sentences. The reader will notice that, all sentences of the second paragraph, with the exception of the
first and the last one, are generated from the same template. This is both a good and a bad thing: it is a
good thing, because it saves work and is much easier to maintain than a set of templates; on the other
hand it is a bad thing because the result is less fluid than users might wish. There is an easy solution to
this problem: the addition of more templates which can express the same information. Notice also that
the second paragraph contains a lot of medium sized pauses(//). This is done on purpose: these extra
pauses are intended to give the user more time to process all the chunks of information. Another noteworthy feature is that cities can be referred to in various ways: when they are first-mentioned ('new'),
they occur in full form and carry a pitch accent, but when a city has been mentioned before ('given'),
there are essentially three ways in which the city can be referred to: (i) in proper name form ('Eindhoven'), (ii) in pronominal form ('there') or in the form of a description (the city of light). In all three
cases the expression referring to the city is deaccented due to givenness. 7 Finally, it could be argued
that the text which is generated is too verbose. One interesting issue for further work is to distinguish
two 'registers/styles' (say, 'normal' and 'brief'). 8
As said, the purpose of LGM is to generate texts with a certain amount of flexibility. Of course,
the route description has to be ordered rather strictly, and this reduces the flexibility to some extent.
However: even in the current, simple system there are many different ways to express the route from
Maastricht to the Oude Kijk in 't Jat Straat in Groningen.
Finally, let us point out one more time that, ultimately, user experiments should provide details on
both the kind of global route information they want to have as well as the way they want to have it. We
feel confident that these user requirements can be incorporated in an easy manner in the LGM system.

2.4 A Closer Look at the Generation Module
For the sake of illustration we will now go a little bit deeper in the generation of a single sentence.
Suppose that the first two sentences of the previous description have been generated. This means that
the currently active topic is introduction, and the city and street-name of the destination have been
mentioned to the user and so has the distance between current position and destination; these aspects
of the trip-table are assumed to be known to the user, all other parts are assumed to be unknown. The
system is still attempting to generate sentences which are about the introduction topic, and one template
can still be applied. Essentially, this template looks as follows.

7

We are unsure whether this correct. It might be argued that every expression referring to a city should be accented due
to contrast. In Theune (1997) a simple method is developed to determine contrast, namely by looking in the underlying datastructure of the preceding sentence for contrastive elements. On this approach, every subs tart and subfinish stand in contrast
with the substart and subfinish of the previous sentence.
8
Compare the distinction made between 'literary' and 'telegraphic' feedback messages in Krahmer & Pouteau 1997.
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Template Sent5
/* The expected time of arrival is <time> */
LOCAUX time FROM expresstime: [sum, sum.arrival, c, 0, default]
TREE
CP

·~·

NP

~···

AP

~
expected

NB

NO

I

time

PP

_----......._
PB

JoI

<time>

CO

~

.I
IS

NP

/~
arrival

of

TOPIC intro $ conclusion
TELLSABOUT sum $ sum.arrival
CONDITION known: [sum.finish.place] AND notknown: [sum.arrival]
AND known: [sum.length]

This is a rather simple template (in section 3 we will also discuss the most complex one). It is given
here in nearly the same form as it is implemented; the main difference is that the TREE is represented in
a pictorial format. 9 . The string in between '/*' and '*/' (the special comment brackets in the templatelanguage) describes the sentences which can be generated using this template. The sum ('summary')
refers to the main element (the 'mother type') in the typed feature structure, which summarizes the
entire route. The TOPIC condition states that this template can be applied both in the introduction and
in the conclusion. Each time the LGM is run, a random choice between these two topics is made, and
let us assume that this time intro has been selected. At the bottom of the template we encounter
a CONDITION, consisting of three 'atomic', Boolean subconditions. These conditions state that the
destination place (sum. finish. place, i.e., Groningen, see the feature structure above) and the
distance in kilometers (sum. length) should be known to the user, while the expected time of arrival should not be known. Clearly all conditions are satisfied, hence the template is used to attempt
generating sentences.
The template contains only one variable, and that variable should be filled using a syntactic tree
which represents the expected time of arrival. sum.arrival contains the value which represents
the expected time of arrival, which was 19.29. The syntactic tree representing this moment in time is
taken from the set of outputs generated by the function express time. This function takes a number
of arguments of which only the second and third are of interest to us: sum.arrival contains the data
to be converted into natural language, and c is the context in which this should be done. The function
express time currently generates two syntactic trees describing the expected time of arrival: seven
9

In the implementation TREEs are represented in a linear fashion, using the standard labeled bracketing format.
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twentynine PM and seven twentynine in the evening .10 One of these descriptions is chosen at random
and inserted in template Sent5. The conditions on this sentence are checked (is the resulting sentence
well-formed in the current context?). When these sentence-conditions are met, the syntactic tree is
passed on to the Prosody module, which produces as output:
expected time of arrival I is seven twentynine PM Ill
When this sentence has been sent to the speech synthesizer, the Knowledge State is updated with the
information that the expected time of arrival is now known by the user. 11 Notice that this means that the
current template is no longer applicable, the condition notknown: [sum.arrival] is not satisfied
in the new, updated context. This means that the generation algorithm cannot find any more templates
whose TOPIC is introduction, so a new topic is selected and the search for a fitting sentence continues.
This should give the reader some idea of what templates look like, and how they are used in the
Generation module. For more details the reader is referred to section 3.

2.5 Discussion and Future Work in the Generation of Route Descriptions
We have described a module which generates spoken route descriptions on the basis of a trip-table.
The generation module is based on the LGM system developed at IPO. It generates texts on the basis
of templates, i.e., syntactic structures for sentences with open slots to be filled with syntactic structures
for pieces of information to be conveyed to the user. The current version generates route descriptions
which consist of three parts: an introduction informing the user about current destination; city and
street, plus crossing street (if entered), the distance in kilometers from current position to destination
and the expected time of arrival, a 'core' route description, consisting of a number of 'sub-routes' (a
motorway, together with begin- and end-points, distance between them in kilometers, and (if available)
points of interest which mark the switch to a different motorway) and finally a concluding part in which
the time in minutes until the next incremental guidance message is conveyed.
As said, we regard the current version of the Generation module as an intermediate step towards a
full-fledged route description generator. However, all the essential ingredients are present in the current
version. There is a lot of room for fine-tuning. In particular, more attention should be paid to making
the route descriptions more 'fluent' and allow for more variation. The way to achieve this is by adding
more and better templates to the system. Additionally, if the system is to be used in the car, user tests
should be conducted in order to find out which global route information drivers want to have and how
they want to have it.
All the information in the trip-table is currently available in the Berlin navigator, but it is unsure
whether the information is retrievable from the outside. This is a point which should be addressed in
the near future.
We would like to repeat that the core of LGM is both domain- and language-independent. This
means that to convert the present system to a German, French or Italian version will not cause major
modifications. The only place where minor modifications are to be foreseen is in the Prosody Module,
since e.g., French has a different deaccenting strategy than German.
One aspect which is missing in both the incremental route descriptions currently used in the Berlin
navigator, and in the complete route descriptions with which we are concerned here is the use of landmarks. Nevertheless, experimental evidence (e.g., Lynch 1960, Alm 1993:190, Akamutsa et.al. 1994)
suggests that the use of such landmarks is beneficial for the driver's performance. Of course, this puts
high demands on the digital maps. However, it might be an interesting aspect for future work.
10

0f course, other descriptions can be added at will, a good candidate for addition wouid be a phrase like around seven
thirty in the evening.
11
In section 3.6 this mechanism is explained in somewhat more detail.
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3 How TO USE LGM
3.1 Introduction

FOR GENERATION

In the previous section we have proposed a method to generate route descriptions, and presented a
simple implementation of these proposals using IPO's LGM. LGM itself is an (almost) empty language
generation system. In its initial state it is a full-fledged language generation system which can generate
a text consisting of one sentence derived from one template, and it can express in natural language the
only object in the data structure, an integer. In this section we describe the actions that were taken to
convert this skeleton of a generation module into the module which generates the route descriptions
discussed in the previous section. This section is only of interest for those people who are interested
in the detailed workings of LGM, or -in particular- for those people who want to employ LGM for
the development of their own generation system. The remainder of this section contains a step-bystep description of the development of a generation module, from the retrieval of the basic LGM to
the conversion to PC of the final system, with the route descriptions case as illustration. The reader
will notice that certain paragraphs are marked with an asterisk. These paragraphs describe parts of the
implementation which are optional (but, in most cases, highly useful).
3.1.1 A few words about Elegant
Before we start, let us first spend a few words on the language in which LGM is written: Elegant. Elegant was developed at Philips Research Laboratories in the late eighties. Elegant is a so-called compiler generator system which is supported by a programming language characterized by a high level of
abstraction. The programming language is the part of Elegant which will require our attention in this
section: if we speak of Elegant we refer to the programming language Elegant, unless noted otherwise.
Elegant is an eclectic programming language: it is, strictly speaking, an imperative language (like C),
but makes strong usage of functional aspects (as found in functional languages like Lisp) like pattern
matching, partial functions, iteration and polymorphism. Finally, the extended type system of Elegant
has an object oriented character (compare C++). It is well-known that functional programming languages tend to have a higher abstraction level than imperative languages, which is beneficial for reuse
of code and ease of maintenance, but that imperative languages generally perform better (in terms of
speed and memory). Elegant aims to find a balance between abstraction and performance. An important thing to point out is that Elegant is built on top of the omnipresent programming language C, in the
sense that Elegant is compiled into C. LGM consists of a large collection of Elegant files, which are
in tum compiled into a large collection of C files. These C files can in tum be compiled using any C
compiler which is capable of working with standard ANSI C (but see section 3.10). The high-level of
abstraction of Elegant hopefully pays its dues in this report: we assume that the reader has no knowledge of Elegant whatsoever, but is still able to understand what is written in this section (naturally, we
explain some of the basic Elegant features as we go along). A good introduction to the philosophy and
fundamentals of Elegant can be found in Jansen (1993).

3.2 Preparation
Let us kick off. The first thing we have to do is draw a copy from an empty version of the LGM system,
and give it a new name (for want of a better name, the route description system is called vodis). Furthermore, RBS (the Rosetta Software Management System) needs to be installed (see Rosetta 1994).
RBS is designed to let various people work on the same project. Danny Kersten can be contacted for
this (kerstend@ipo. tue. nl). Leermakers 1994 is a useful document about the usage of RBS,
written in the DYD frame. The following RBS commands are essential:
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• grab <component> <file>
e.g., 'grab vodis basictemplates.txt'; it retrieves the file 'basictemplates.txt' from the 'vodis'
archive.
• modify <component> <file>
allows you to edit a file, this command presupposes that the file in question has been 'grabbed'.
• build <component> <file>
e.g., 'build vodis present'; builds the target file 'present' from the 'vodis' component.
• 'integrate'
puts the grabbed and modified files back into the archive (usually this command has to be preceded by 'rmlock modify'; integrate is only possible when no files are locked for editing)
Notice that all DYD text-documents are present in the archive as well: using the RBS command 'dsurvey' a list of all DYD documents is given, and using 'dgrab <file> you can retrieve a copy of the Jb.TWC
file of your choice (e.g., 'dinspect userbs.tex' for the Jb.TWC source of Leermakers 1994).
Ifwe look atthe files in the vodis component (using the command 'cdarch vodis I ls') the '.impl' and
the '.spec' files stand out; these may be compared to the '.c' and the '.h' files in C. Most of these modules do not need to be modified/extended for a new approach, they contain the basic LGM algorithms
which are both language and domain independent. The modules which need to be modified/extended
are mentioned in the text below, in their natural order. All these modules contain occurrences of the
'symbols' =====> and <=====: these symbols mark the places where new code has to be added.
You can use your favorite editor and search for these symbols. In this text, all pairs of arrows and the
files which contain them are mentioned in verbatim.

3.3 Data structure
Since LGM is a domain and language independent generation system, most of the work to extend the
core LGM system to a full-fledged generation engine is devoted precisely to the domain and the language aspects. So the first thing to do is to define a data structure in which the relevant input data (the
'trip table') can be represented. The Data-structure is specified in Elegant data types.
present_Datastruct.spec:
(* =====> the toptype: surnmarytype,
make it equal to your own datatype.

<=====

*)

Appendix A contains the module 'presenLDatastruct.spec' from the vodis archive. The input data are
all represented in a record called 'summarytype'. One can choose one's own name for this record and
make it equal to 'summarytype', but the 'summarytype' should preferably be kept in the system (otherwise you will have to change a lot of other files). In the initial state the alternative name for 'summarytype' is 'mydatatype'. In the case of vodis 'mydatatype' is the type 'route'.
present_Datastruct.spec:
(* =====> specify your datastructure here

<=====

*)

Specify your data structure here. Make sure that every type (except the lowest) is a subtype of stam
(the basic type), which is necessary for Knowledge State reasons. The type s tam contains two integers
(historical reasons), explicit and implicit, which are used to keep track of whether a type has
been introduced to the user either explicitly or implicitly (in which case the integer is set to 1). Now
consider the basic vodis type: route. It contains 6 (sometimes complex) subtypes (start, finish,
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length, subroutes,nextmessageand arrival). Types starting with a capital (Int, String,
etc.) are basic Elegant types. List (type) is Elegant notation for a list of expressions of type
type.
3.3.1 Auxiliary functions for debugging*
present_Datastruct.impl:
(* =====> implement the write procedure for the datastructure

<=====

*)

present_Generatie.impl:
(* =====> adapt writeattribute to specific domain

<=====

*)

For debugging purposes it is convenient to be able to inspect the data structure, and the status (known/not
known) of the pieces of information stored in it. For this purpose, a procedure must be written which
can write the data structure (the attributes, values, records, etc.) to the screen. Ideally, the programming language provides such functions. Elegant, unfortunately, does not. So we have to specify them
ourselves. For the vodis case, the rules, which we trust are (nearly) self-explanatory can be found in
Appendix B. Where this program requires explanation, comments are added, using the Elegant comment notation: '(*' <comment> '*)'.

3.4

Grammar for the data input

It is possible and relatively easy to define a convenient notation to specify the data in, as used in the
trip table. To convert this notation into the aforementioned data-structure, a(n attribute) grammar must
be written in 'present.agdl', see Appendix C.
present.agdl:
(* =====> specify the attribute grammar for the data
input here <=====
*)
This grammar applies to trip-tables. Here is the rule which reads subroutes.
subroutedescription (OUT sr) ->
SUBROUTEsym ( )
substartsection (OUT sstart:List(Ident))
subfinishsection (OUT sfinish:List(Ident))
sublengthsection (OUT slenght:Int)
subroadsection (OUT sroad:List(Ident))
subpoisection (OUT spoi:List(Ident))
CHECKS
LOCAL
sr: subroute =
present_Surnmarize.subcollect:[sstart,sfinish,slenght,sroad,spoi]
Essentially, this rule states that a subroute consists of a subroutesymbol (the key-word SUBROUTE,
specified in 'present.scan' - see below) followed by sections for the starting-point of the subroute,
the end-point of the subroute, the length, the name of the road and any points of interest (poi's). Each
of these sections results in a piece of data (the relevant value in the trip table), and the function subcollect (defined in 'presenLSummarize', see below) collects these data and stores them in sr, a
variable of type subroute. The CHECKS part is not used in this example; it is intended to check
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whether the input data meets certain criteria, i.e., is a sensible route. Since it is assumed that the triptable is filled by the Berlin navigation system used in the YODIS project, these checks are not made.
This grammar is used by a parser, for which 'scanner information' is required.

present.scan:
(* =====>
specify scanner information for the data input AG here
<===== *)
The scanner is presented in Appendix D. The operations on the attributes (e.g., the subcollect
above) are defined in the module 'presenLSummarize':

present_Summarize.impl:
(* =====> implement the functions used in present.agdl
to collect the values and construct the datastructure
here <===== *)
present_Summarize.spec:
(* =====> specify the functions used in present.agdl to
collect the values and construct the datastructure
here <===== *)
The module 'presenLSummarize.impl' is shown in Appendix E.

3.5 Parameters for the generation engine
All the Generation module can do so far is read the trip-table, and fill a number of variables with the
values found in this table. Now, the generation can start. First a number of parameters have to be set
in 'presenLGeneratie.impl': the core of the generation engine.

alltobesaid One parameter to be specified determines all the attributes the system has to convey:

present_Generatie.impl:
(* =====>
Indicate here all attributes that have to be conveyed
<===== *)
In the case of vodis, all tobesaid is defined as follows:

alltobesaid := {
sum AS entity, sum.length, sum.start, sum.finish, sum.finish.place,
sum.finish.street, sum.finish.crossingstreet, sum.subroutes,
sum.nextmessage, sum.arrival} + route_parts
That is: all the values of the route (stored in sum) need to be conveyed, together with route_parts.
This is the list of all subroutes from the subroutelist, defined as follows:

route_parts := {subr

I

sub : subroute <- sum.subroutes.value,
subr : entity = sub AS entity }

This is an example of an iterator in Elegant. Its set-notation is nicely representative of its functioning:
route_parts can be seen as the set of all subroutes which are an element(<-) of sum. subroutes.
value, where each subroute is cast to an entity (sub AS entity). Notice that the information
that actually needs to be conveyed to the user (tobesaid) is defined in LGM as all the elements of
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alltobesaid which have a value.
Topics A set which contains all topics must be specified: 12
present_Generatie.irnpl:
(* =====> list all topics here <===== *)
In the vodis version of 'presenLGeneratie.impl', this looks as follows.

alltopics: {topictype} =
{ intro AS topictype, body;. conclusion}
In words: all topics is a variable of type topictype, consisting of a set containing intro,
body and conclusion (all cast to topic type).

Output format The generation engine allows for various types of output: orthographic, prosodically
annotated ('enriched text') (various annotation schemes), complete syntactic or metrical trees in different formats etc. Just put on the one you need and put off all the others. Currently the output is enriched
text as defined for the GoalGetter system.
present_Generatie.irnpl:
(* =====> determine here what kind of output you want <===== *)
3.5.1 Auxiliary functions for debugging*
present_Generatie.irnpl:
(* =====> topictype-> String for debugging purposes <===== *)
Define the mapping between topics and their string representation here. 13 This is only necessary for
debugging purposes. Thus, when we add a new topic to all topics, a corresponding clause for debugging purposes has to be added here.

3.6 Templates for sentences
Writing the templates for sentences and subsentential phrases is by far the most time-consuming aspect
of developing a Generation module on the basis of LGM. The sentential templates are written in the
file:

basicternplates.txt:
/* =====> specify the templates here <=====*/
which is listed in Appendix F. Here we define the syntactic templates for sentences, in their special
notation. Trees, and everything you need for them, are defined in the module 'presenLStree' .14 Functions used in the templates must be specified as in the file 'template_Text' .15

ternplate_Text.impl:
(* =====> specify here the functions used in basicternplates.txt
<===== *)
12

This could be done automatically if there were a special file for specifying the parameters for the generation engine.
Again, this could be done automatically if there were a special file for specifying the parameters for the generation
engine.
14
Keep in mind that the notation for trees in 'presenLStree' is (partly) different from the tree notation employed in 'basictemplates.txt'; in the former standard Elegant notation is used, in the latter the special template notation.
15
This can be made unnecessary by extending the template notation, which should be rather easy.
13
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In the previous section we have looked at the simplest non-trivial template in the fragment, here
we will take a closer look at the most complex one (which is still relatively simple compared with the
templates in the GoalGetter and DYD systems. The reader who is interested in those should consult
the respective 'basictemplates.txt'-files in these applications): Template Sent2, also to be found
in Appendix F. This one is interesting because it is an iterative template. It accounts for all sentences
(apart from the first and the last one) of the second paragraph of the sample route description in section
2.3, repeated here for the sake of convenience.

first II you follow the A2 II from Maastricht to Eindhoven II for one hundred nineteen
kilometers Ill
next II you take the N2 II from the city of light to Den Bosch II for thirtysix kilometers Ill
then II you take the A2 II from Den Bosch to Utrecht II for fortyfour kilometers Ill
finally II you take the A28 II from there to Groningen II for one hundred ninetythree kilometers///
When is Template Sent2 applicable? To answer that question we look at the CONDITIONs, at
the bottom of the template. First of all, it is required that the destination town has been expressed
(in Elegant terms: known: [sum. finish. place]). Moreover, the 'topic' of the route must have
been introduced to the user. This is phrased in the condition known: [sum. subrou tes] , where
sum. subroutes refers to the entire list of subroutes. 16 The most interesting condition is the following:
Any:

[notknown, sum.subroutes.value]

This condition (using the Elegant function Any) essentially says that the template remains applicable
as long as there are subroutes which have not yet been conveyed to the user.
Template Sent2 contains four gaps and expresses one subroute; the gaps are filled by the
starting and end point of the current subroute, the road which brings the user to the destination of
this subroute and the distance between start and end point (these four gaps are represented by the
variables here, there, road and distance respectively). These gaps use the LOCAL variable
currentsr, which refers to the current subroute, that is: the first element of the list of subroutes
which has not been conveyed to the user so far, that is:
Head: [First: [notknown,sum.subroutes.value]] 17
The leftmost constituent of the template is a qualification phrase. There are three possible kinds of
qualification, for the first subroute <first, first of all or to begin with), the intermediate subroutes (next,
subsequently, then or after that), and the final subroute <finally, ultimately or and.finally). From these
three sets of alternatives random choices are made (which is assumed to be beneficial for variety). 18
Which qualification is used ultimately depends on the stage of the route description: if currentsr is
equal to the last element of the list of subroutes (given by Last : [sum. subroutes . value] ), we
express that the current subroute is the last; if, however, the currentsr is equal to the first subroute
(given by First: [sum. subroutes. value]), we indicate that the current subroute is the first
16

Effectively, this means that the "gap-less" Template Sent8 (which generates sentences like the global route description looks like this) must have been used: after this sentence it is stored in the Knowledge State that the subject 'route'
is now 'implicitly' introduced to the user.
17 Since First returns a list (of one element in this case) we have to take the Head ofthis·list.
18
It should be noted that random selection is probably not the most efficient way to guarantee variation. In this way variation is a matter of chance. A smarter way would be if LGM kept in mind how it expressed itself the previous time, and now
does it in a different way (if that is possible).
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one, and otherwise we are somewhere in the middle. Additionally, for the first subroute the verb to
follow is used, for all others the verb to take.
When the template is indeed used successfully in the generation of a sentence expressing the current subroute, the Knowledge State is update accordingly. This is done by the following LOC clause:

ks:CODE=markexplicit: [currentsr,c.loc]
This complex piece of Elegant code does nothing else than updating the Knowledge State ks with the
information that the currentsr has explicitly been expressed, and may thus be assumed to be known.
by the user as soon as the sentence is uttered. This means thattiie'template 'cannot 'loop': the template
applies to the first, unknown element of the subroute list, and as soon as this element has been expressed
it is no longer unknown. Usually, the update occurs as a side effect of the express function, when
a gap is filled with an entity it is thereafter assumed to be known to the user. In the current case, the
express function marks all elements of currentsr which have a value in the trip table as known,
it does not mark the current subroute itself as known, this is done by the aforementioned clause.

Miscellaneous remarks about templates
• Each time a 'build' is done, the file 'basictemplates.txt' is compiled into the generated file
'presenLbasictemplates.impl'. Occasionally you will get error messages relating to this file. In
that case: use the command
tmodify vodis presenLbasictemplates.impl
to look at the line and position which the error message points to. This will help in locating the
'real' error in the file 'basictemplates.txt'.
• There is no separate morphology component (yet). This may be annoying, for example, when
filling gaps for verb clusters, but also when generating something simple as an indefinite determiner. Occasionally, the choice between a and an depends on choices made elsewhere. For
example, in Template Sent3 an adjective is randomly selected from the set {nice, pleasant, good, agreeable}. When the final adjective is picked, the preceding indefinite determiner
should be 'an' otherwise it should be 'a', and this is checked explicitly in the det tree. Of
course, it is better to define a separate function which takes care of the selection of a or an (as
done in the DYD system by the function aoran).
• Certain templates end with a special statement AT..MOST _ONCE, which has an obvious intended
interpretation.

• Template Sent5 contains a condition TOPIC intro $ conclusion: this means that
this template can be used in both the introduction and the conclusion.
• In this report we do not discuss the Prosody module. However, when writing the templates the
following may be useful. Here are three, closely related, situations that may arise: 19
19

20 21

A short note for the non-linguist: following common practice X and Y are variables. XP stands for a so-called maximal

projection like NP (noun phrase, 'the rough itinerary') or VP (verb phrase, 'is seven twenty nine PM'). An XB is a 'submaximal' projection, a part of a maximal projection. For example, the NP 'the rough itinerary' consists of a determiner ('the')
and an NB ('rough itinerary'). For more details see e.g., Allen (1995).
21
It should be noted that the situation described below describes the Dutch situation. For languages with a different intonation model (e.g., the romance languages), it should be modified.
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1.

YB
~

XP YO
In this configuration an Y-bar (YB) dominates a maximal projection (XP) and an YO. It is
called a complementation con.figuration and the accent lands inside the XP.
2.

YB
~

XP YB
In this configuration an YB dominates an XP and an YB. It is called a modification con.figuration, the accent lands on the lower YB (while the XP also launches an accent of itself:
each maximal projection is labeled [+ F]).
3.

XP
/'-....
YP XB
In this configuration an XP dominates an YP and an XB, and it is called a specification
con.figuration. The accent lands somewhere in the XB (while the YP also launches an
accent).

3. 7 Templates for phrases
In the foregoing paragraph we have discussed templates for sentences, here we will discuss the templates used to generate phrases which can fill the gaps in the sentential templates. Contrary to the latter,
there is no special notation for phrase-templates (yet), rather they are implemented as Elegant functions.
For maximal phrases 22 express functions are used. Appendix G contains 'presenLExpress.impl'
and it is here that the express functions of the current application are defined (again: more complex
examples can be found in the GoalGetter and DYD systems).
3. 7 .1 Maximal Phrases
present_Express.spec:
(* =====> specify the Express functions here <===== *}
present_Express.impl:
(***** =====> implement Express functions here <===== ****}
present_Express.impl:
(* =====> implement the express function here <===== *}
The general idea is as follows. As we have seen in the file 'basictemplates.txt', the express function
has 5 arguments: of these, the second is the most important one, since it contains the element of the
data structure to be expressed. A call of express in basictemplates is handled by the main expressclause. It first checks whether the arguments have a value, using clauses like the following.
express: [sum:suromarytype, NIL:entity, c:context, es:{entity},
par:partype]: {tksc}
-> RETURN ( {}} ;
Thus, when the second argument is empty (NIL), the express function returns the empty set. If it is not
empty, the type of the second argument is inspected; if it is a stamint (such as length or sublength)
the function expressgetal is called, if it is a coordinate type the function expressplace
is called etc. A minor complication in the current system is the following: both 'lengths' and 'dates' are
22

See footnote 19.
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represented in the datastructure as variables of type stamint, even though the two require different
phrasings in natural language. There are essentially two solutions for this problem: modify the datastructure (by distinguishing, say, s tamin t and s tarot ime) or by adding an explicit express time
function. Here we opted for the latter solution.
Let us take a closer look at the function expressplace (part of Appendix G). What it does is
the following: it tries to generate an expression referring to a city in three different ways: (i) as a proper
name ( 'Eindhoven'), (ii) as a demonstrative pronoun ('there') or (iii) as a definite description ('the city
of light'). That is: for each call, the function expressplace will return a set of possible ways to
express a city-name. Notice that not all these possibilities will result in 'good' sentences: for example,
only a city which has been mentioned before (is given) can be referred to as 'there' or as a definite
description. So, let us assume that we want to express the city Eindhoven. We first express it as proper
name: a tree is made (in Elegant notation!), where the NP node is associated with a number of features
(among them, the index assigned to Eindhoven in the Context State), additionally, an instruction to
update the Knowledge State is defined, and a new context is created (which, in this case, is identical to
the previous one: no new object is introduced). The resulting 3-tuple consisting of a tree, a knowledge
state and a context (i.e., a tksc) is stored as the first result. Next we express the city as 'there', which
runs along similar lines to the previous case. The resulting tksc is added to the set of results. Finally,
we try to express the city as a definite description. Here the situation is more complex, because there
can be several ways to express something as adefinite description (although the current implementation
can only generate the description 'the city of light'). The construction of definite descriptions is also
different in another respect: it presupposes that an NB ('city of light') has been constructed, by the
function makeci tynbs (to be discussed below). The definite description 'inherits' the Knowledge
State properties of this NB -via the clause (: nprecl. sem : = nbrec. sem : ) - and the
NB is incorporated in the new NP. Again, the resulting tksc(s) are added to the results so far. For
each gap in a template, a random selection is made from the result of the express function, and it
is checked whether the choice meets a number of conditions (as said: when the choice is 'there', this
only results in an acceptable sentence if the reference of 'there' has been previously introduced), if not,
a new choice is made from the remaining possibilities.
Essentially, the other express functions work in the same way. It should be noted that both
expressgetal and express time make use of the module 'presenLlnt2card.impl', where integers are transformed into their string counterparts. This file is given in Appendix H.
For submaximal phrases special functions are used. Up to this point only submaximal nominal
projections were used, constructed by makenb functions:
3.7.2 Submaximal phrases
present_Express.spec:
{* =====> specify the Make NB functions here <===== *)
present_Express.impl:
{***** =====> implement MAKE NB FUNCTIONS here
<===== *****)
present_Express.impl:
(* =====> implement makenbs here <===== *)
In the current system there is one makenbs function, 'generating' the NB ' city of light'. This function
first checks for each city whether it is Eindhoven, with the use of the function is_ci ty _of_light as
defined in presenLModel.impl. If this function returns TRUE, makeci tynbs constructs an NB city
of light and returns it to expressplace.
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3.8

Lexical Matters

The Generation module operates on syntactic structures with words as the smallest units. Sometimes
these words have special properties which can have an influence on the generation process as a whole.
Such 'lexical matters' are specified in a number of separate files.
Unaccentables and Synonyms The assignment of accents in the Prosody module is largely based on
syntactic structure and the given-new distinction. However, additional information may be needed.
For example, certain (disambiguated) words are assumed to be unaccentable (determiners, prepositions, etc.). Additionally, a word which is a synonym of a word which has been introduced before,
should also be de-accented.

present_Lexicon.impl:
(* =====> specify unaccentable words and synonyms here <===== *)
In the VODIS system, the following are currently specified:

unaccentables:{dastring} =
{""AO, "the"AO, "a"AO, "from"AO, "to"ftO,
"you"AO, "an"AO, "your"AO, "for"ftO
}

synonym_list:{{dastring}}=
{{"trip"AO, "journey"AO}
}

The ft O indicates that this is the first version of this word. Ambiguous words like bank, would be represented as "bank" A0 , "bank" Al , "bank" A2. " " ft 0 signifies that the empty string should not
be accented. Notice that 'you' and 'your' (both referring to the user) are marked as unaccentable. This
is a bit odd: it would be more elegant to say that the user is 'globally given' (see below). 23
Subsumption Disambiguated words can be in a (direct) subsumption relation; for example, the word
vehicle subsumes the word car. This can be specified in the subsumes variable: 24

present_Deaccent.impl:
(* =====> the variable 'subsumes' specifies a number of pairs
that stand in a subsumption relation <===== *)
It is somewhat strange to have this information in this module, it would make more sense to have it in
'presenLLexicon' (but this is a historical residue).
Unpredictable syntactic Structure The database very often contains sequences of strings (e.g. for
names: Oude Kijk in het Jatstraat). Such sequences of strings are assigned a default syntactic structure
as a complex name, resulting in phrase final accentuation. If the syntactic structure must be different,
this can be specified here (e.g. St. Martin's in the Field Orchestra). See DYD for a list of examples.
23

To avoid a possible confusion: it is not the case that an unaccentable word can not receive an accent, since contrast
overrules unaccentability marking. This would be required for examples like the following (again, accents are marked by
italics):
system: First you drive from Amsterdam to Groningen.
user: But, I want to go from Groningen to Amsterdam!
24

The transitive closure of subsumes is taken care of by the program.
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present_Lexiconaccess.impl:
(* =====> specify unpredictable syntactic structures here

<=====

*)

Globalgiven Certain entities in the database should count as 'given' right from the start. This can be
necessary for several reasons. E.g., in the DYD domain, the user knows in advance that he is using a
system that supplies information about Mozart.
One can specify entities which are globally given i[n the module 'presenLModel'. The global variable globalgi ven must be filled with all globally given entities.
present. . . . Model -~ impl:,, ·
(*** =====> specify 'globalgiven' here

3.9

<=====

**)

Knowledge State: auxiliary functions for debugging*

For debugging purposes it is useful to define the function hasnoval ue in the module 'presenLKs', in
particular if the data structure is usually filled sparsely and an unfilled attribute does not have the value
NIL. This also occurred in the YODIS system, the datastructure contains a separate slot for 'points of
interest', which often do not have a value.
present_Ks.impl:
(* =====> implement 'hasnovalue' in accordance with
the data structure <==== *)
present_Ks. impl:
(* =====> 'hasnovalue' relevant only if the input is a
usually sparsely filled database (record) <===== *)

3.10

Using LGM on the PC

Elegant runs under UNIX, there is no PC version. However, in a lot of applications the generation
module should run on a PC (and probably under Windows 95 or Windows NT), and YODIS is a clear
example. Theoretically there is no problem here: Elegant creates ANSI C files, and these can easily
be transported to the PC platform. And indeed, we have been able to port the generation system described in this document to a PC, although we encountered some unexpected problems. In this section
we describe the steps that have been undertaken. We used Microsoft Visual C++ 4.0 (MSYC), under
Windows 95.
We created a library file containing the central Elegant functions ( 'eleglib.lib'). We encountered
one problem here: the write and read function turned out to be problematic, which was modified
in the following way. In the created file 'ansidos.h', we replaced the part of ansidos.h concerned with
STDIO with the entire 'stdio.h' file used by MSYC. However, this only needs to be done once: we can
now use 'eleglib.lib'. To port LGM the following steps were taken

1. We generated the C code (by doing a 'build vodis present'), the generated C code is found under
/vodis/elegant/Generated'. Subsequently all the relevant '.c' and '.h' files were zipped together,
copied to the PC and unzipped there (unix2dos is carried out automatically when unzipping).
2. A new project is created under MSYC. The following settings are crucial:
• Iools, Options, Directories:
libraries: the location of 'eleglib.lib'
(here c: \eleg\eleglib\Debug)
include files: the location of the generated Elegant files
(here c: \eleg)
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• ftuild, .S.ettings, Link:
add eleglib. lib
• ftuild, .S.ettings, CIC++:
add _dos as a preprocesor option
• Jiuild, .S.ettings, Debug, General: add trip-table as argument
(here: 'input.txt').
3. LGM specific: when we wanted to compile the project a curious problem occured. The LGM
project together with 'eleglib.lib' consists of approximately 50 generated '.c' and 50 generated
'.h' files. Since Elegant does not know which of the generated C files depend on which other
generated C files, all files are always systematically included in a conditional fashion:
#ifndef _NAME
#include ''NAME.h''
#endif

This means that a large number of embedded inclusions arise; MSVC only allows 32 of such
embeddings: the project could not be compiled. This entailed that it had to be checked, by trial
and error, which files really need which other files. We started with one file ('presenLlndex.c')
and checked the dependencies, by removing included files along the include path, and trying to
compile the result after each removal. Fortunately, this strategy proved to be successful. When
the project could be compiled a number of (minor) modifications needed to be made. As a result,
the system now runs on the PC.
Notice that this needed to be done only once: when developing under UNIX only a limited number
of files is modified (a subset of the files described above). Only the corresponding generated C files
need to be copied to the PC; the problems described above are not encountered.

4

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this report we have outlined a module which generates spoken route descriptions on the basis of
a trip-table. We have looked at this module from two 'angles'. In section 2 we discussed the basics
of the generation module and sketched the underlying techniques. In section 3, a detailed description
was given of the actions which had to be taken to build the route descriptions generator using LGM.
In this final section, we want to point out a number of LGM related points of future research we want
to address in the (near) future.

4.1

Generating Referring Expressions in Context

Generating referring expression is one of the most ubiquitous tasks in natural language generation. It is
interesting to compare the various (state-of-the-art) algorithms for the generation of referring expressions by Dale and/or Reiter with the current LGM algorithms. The best algorithm of Dale & Reiter
(1995) is simple, fast and (to some extent) psychologically realistic. It also has a number of drawbacks: it is insensitive to linguistic context, does not make predictions about pitch accent placement,
is deterministic (does not allow for variation) and is restricted in its aim and applicability. The way referring expressions are generated in LGM does not suffer from these drawbacks, but is lacking in other
respects. In particular, there is no principled approach to the generation of the descriptive content of
referring expressions, and the conditions on the occurrence of referring expressions are sometimes too
weak. For example, the only check on the occurrence of a pronoun is whether the set of potential antecedents is not empty, which entails that the use of the pronoun he in the following mini-text is predicted
[25]

to be fine: John and Bill walk down the street. *He whistles. Sometimes, the conditions are also too
strong. For example, once an object has been referred to by a pronoun, it cannot be described in any
other way for further reference. 25 Finally, the conditions are sometimes incomplete. For example, definite descriptions which refer to inherently unique objects ('the city-center of Eindhoven') are left out
of consideration. In sum, the two approaches are largely complementary and for both there is ample
room for improvements and extensions. It would be highly interesting to investigate the possibilities
of refining and combining the two approaches in one algorithm for contextually adequate generation
of referring expressions. A first step in this direction is taken in Krahmer & Theune 1998, in which
Dale & Reiter's algorithm is modified by taking context into account; thereby creating the possibility ·
of anaphoric definite descriptions.

4.2

Semantic Foundation of LGM

A general point of critique on the LGM is that it is in want of a semantic foundation. This could be a
stumbling block for further extensions to the flexibility of the system. In particular, the semantic relation between the data-structure and the syntactic templates and the relation between the templates and
the final sentences generated should be clarified. We want to investigate the possibility of attaching
a semantic representation to each template as well as to each phrase which may fill a gap in a template. This would pave the way for compositional derivation of the meaning of each sentence generated by LGM. The type-theoretical formulation of Discourse Representation Theory from Muskens
1996 seems very well suited for this enterprise. One consequence of this move is that the discourse
model would be constructed simultaneously with the generation of each sentence of the text. An additional advantage is that all semantic information will now wind up in the discourse model, and not
only the information about phrases which fill the gaps in a given template (i.e., NPs and PPs). Once
such a compositional semantics has been incorporated in LGM various interesting extensions suggest
themselves. It might be interesting, for example, to replace the more or less standard Montagovian
type-hierarchy from Muskens with a more fine-grained type-hierarchy (e.g., along the lines of Priist,
Scha and van den Berg 1994), which may be expected to be beneficial for the treatment of phenomena
as ellipsis and contrast (cf. Theune 1997). Another interesting possibility would be to move to richer
semantic representation languages, for example, a language which also codes speech acts. This would
be highly relevant for the use of LGM in a dialogue situation.

4.3

Generation in Dialogues

LGM was originally developed for the generation of monologues. However, the method seems to be
well-suited for usage in a dialogue situation as well. The usage of LGM in dialogue raises a number
of questions which should be addressed. We mention three questions: 1. How to represent the ongoing dialogue in a discourse/context model? It seems that a distinction has to be made between the
utterances from the system and from the user. Related questions are: when is across-speaker anaphora
possible, and what is the common ground between user and system? 2. What is the precise relation
25

(I)

That this may be problematic is illustrated by the following simple example:
a.

John walked in the park.

b.

To his surprise he met Bill there.

c.

Bill whisled and generally looked happy.

d.

He said 'hello'.

In (1.d) the he is intended to refer to John. This use of the pronoun he will confuse the hearer, who is more likely to interpret the pronoun as referring to Bill. To avoid this confusion it would have been more natural to use John in (1.d), but this
possibility is not available in the system.
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with the Natural Language Understanding- and Dialogue Management-modules? The generation module has to use information from the parser about the user's input and take this into account during the
generation process (an example of adaptation in generation). Otherwise the system might respond to a
question from the user concerning his travel plans for "Friday next week" with "Where do you want to
go on November the twenty-eighth?" (assuming that the user asks her question on, say, November 20)
which is very likely to confuse the user. Similarly, the topic-focus distinction becomes more relevant
in the dialogue situation than it was in monologues. After all, the decision which information should
be realised as topic and which as focus depends essentially on the user's input and knowledge state.
3. How to generate adequate prosodic annotations in dialogue? It seems likely that new reasons for
accenting (e.g., verification) arise in the dialogue situation besides the well-known reasons for creating
accent in monologues (contrast and newness).
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A

PRESENT _DATASTRUCT.SPEC

SPEC UNIT present_Datastruct

TYPE
(* root type, with infor for Knowledge State, do not remove! *)
stam = ROOT,

explicit:Int=O,
implicit:Int=o·

(* the datastructure for the input file *)

(*
=====>
the toptype: summarytype, make it equal to your own datatype.
<=====
Keep the summarytype!

*)
summarytype

route

(* =====> specify your datastructure here <===== *)
(* every data type must be a subtype of stam for Knowledge State reasons *
route < stam ,

start
finish
length
subroutes
nextmessage
arrival

stamstrings < stam, value

startcoordinatetype,
destinationtype,
stamint,
subroutelisttype,
stamint,
stamint
{String}

MEMO stamint < stam, value : Int
subroutelisttype < stam, value : List(subroute)
subroute < stam, start : coordinatetype,
finish : coordinatetype,
length : stamint,
road : roadtype,
point_of_interest: poitype
coordinatetype < stam, value: {String}
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startcoordinatetype < stam, place: coordinatetype
destinationtype < stam, place : coordinatetype,
street : roadtype,
crossingstreet : roadtype
roadtype < stam, value: {String}
poitype < stam, value: {String}

RULES
(* procedure to write objects of type entity (= stam)
in particular intended for writing the datastructure *)
write: [e: entity]
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B

PRESENT _DATASTRUCT.IMPL

IMPL UNIT present_Datastruct
USE present_Mess.write
(* the write function is specified in the file present_Mess *)
RULES

(* =====> implement the write procedure for the datastructure <===== *)
write: [NIL:starnstrings]
-> write: [ "\n
write: [ststr:starnstrings]
->write: [ststr.value];
11

]

;

(* in words: if you want to write an empty element of type stamstrings,
write a carriage return '\n'. If the starnstrings element to write is
not empty, then write its value to the screen. *)

write: [NIL:coordinatetype]
-> write: [ "\n
write: [ststr:coordinatetype]
->write: [ststr.value];
11

]

;

write: [NIL:roadtype]
-> write: [ \n"] ;
write: [ststr:roadtype]
->write: [ststr.value];
11

write: [NIL:poitype]
-> write: [ \n
write: [ststr:poitype]
->write: [ststr.value];
11

11

]

;

write: [NIL:destinationtype]
->write: [ \nNo entered destination\n
write: [dest:destinationtype]
->write: [ =>
write: [dest .place] write: [ \n
write: [dest. street] write: [ \n
write: [dest.crossingstreet] write: [ <=\n
11

11

11

11

];

]

11

11

11

]

11

]

11
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11

];

write: [NIL:stamint]
-> ;

write: [stint:stamint]
->write:["("] write: [stint.value] write:[")"];
write: [NIL:subroutelisttype]
-> ;

write: [stsub:subroutelisttype]
-> write: [stsub.value]
write: [NIL:subroute]
-> ;

write: [stsubr:subroute]
-> write: [" [ "]
write: [stsubr. start] write: [ "\n"]
write: [ stsubr. finish] write: [ "\n"]
write: [stsubr.length] write: ["\n"]
write: [stsubr.road] write: ["\n"]
write: [stsubr.point_of_interest] write:["] \n"]
write: [NIL:List(String)]
-> ;

write: [strs:List(String)]
-> write: [" ( "] strs*write write: [") "];
(* 'strs*write':
Elegant notation for 'write all elements of strs successively *)
write: [NIL:List(subroute)]
-> ;

write: [strs:List(subroute)]
->write: ["\n<\n"] strs*write write: [">\n"];
write: [NIL:surnmarytype]
->write: ["Error: summary is nul\n"];
write: [sum:surnmarytype]
-> write: ["Contents of route: \n"]
write: [sum.start.place] write: ["\n"]
write: [sum. finish] write: [ "\n"]
write: [sum. length] write: [ "\n"]
write: [sum. subroutes] write: [ "\n"]

(* fall back case, keep this one last *)
write: [e:entity]
->write: ["unknown entity"];
[33]

C

PRESENT.AGDL

ATTRIBUTE GRAMMAR present

USE
present_Summarize
Switches
present_Text
GRAMMAR
(*

=====>

specify the attribute grammar for the data input here

<=====

ROOT (* startsymbool van de grarnm *)
route (OUT filerep ) ->
startsection (OUT start:List(Ident))
destinationsection (OUT finish:destinationtype)
lengthsection (OUT length:Int)
subroutesection (OUT srs:List(subroute))
messagesection (OUT msg:Int)
arrivalsection (OUT arr:Int)
CHECKS
(* not specified (yet) *)
LOCAL
summary: summarytype =
present_Summarize.collect:[start,finish,length,srs,msg,arr]
filerep: VOID
present_Text.writereport: [summary]
GLOBAL

=

subroutedescription (OUT sr) ->
SUBROUTEsym ( )
substartsection (OUT sstart:List(Ident))
subfinishsection (OUT sfinish:List(Ident))
sublengthsection (OUT slenght:Int)
subroadsection (OUT sroad:List(Ident))
subpoisection (OUT spoi:List(Ident))
CHECKS
LOCAL
sr: subroute =
present_Summarize.subcollect: [sstart,sfinish,slenght,sroad,spoi]

[34]

*)

OPTMOREidentsection(OUT ids) ->
identsym(OUT idl:Ident)
OPTMOREidentsection(OUT ids2:List(Ident))
CHECKS
LOCAL
ids: List(Ident) = idl+ids2

OPTMOREidentsection(OUT ids) ->
CHECKS
LOCAL
ids: List(Ident) = NIL

startsection(OUT ids) ->
STARTsym()
identsym(OUT idl : !dent)
OPTMOREidentsection(OUT ids2: List(Ident))
CHECKS
LOCAL
ids : List(Ident) = idl + ids2

destinationsection(OUT dest) ->
FINISHsym ()
citysection(OUT city: List(Ident))
streetsection(OUT street: List(Ident))
crossingstreetsection(OUT cstreet: List(Ident))
CHECKS
LOCAL
dest: destinationtype =
present_Summarize.destination:[city, street, cstreet]

citysection(OUT ids) ->
CITYsym()
identsym(OUT idl : !dent)
OPTMOREidentsection(OUT ids2: List(Ident))
CHECKS
LOCAL
ids : List(Ident) = idl + ids2

[35]

streetsection(OUT ids) ->
STREETsym ( )
identsym(OUT idl : !dent)
OPTMOREidentsection(OUT ids2: List(Ident))
CHECKS
LOCAL
ids : List(Ident) = idl + ids2

crossingstreetsection(OUT ids) ->
CROSSsym()
identsym(OUT idl : !dent)
OPTMOREidentsection(OUT ids2: List(Ident))
CHECKS
LOCAL
ids : List(Ident) = idl + ids2

lengthsection(OUT length) ->
LENGTHsym ( )
numbersym(OUT idl:Ident)
CHECKS
LOCAL
length: Int = Int: [idl]

messagesection(OUT message) ->
MESSAGEsym ()
numbersym(OUT idl:Ident)
CHECKS
LOCAL
message: Int = Int: [idl]

arrivalsection(OUT arrival) ->
ARRIVALsym ( )
numbersym(OUT idl:Ident)
CHECKS
LOCAL
arrival: Int = Int: [idl]

[36]

sublengthsection(OUT slength) ->
SUBLENGTHsym ( )
nurnbersym(OUT idl:Ident)
CHECKS
LOCAL
slength: Int = Int: [idl]

substartsection(OUT ids) ->
SUBSTARTsym ()
identsym(OUT idl : Ident)
OPTMOREidentsection(OUT ids2: List(Ident))
CHECKS
LOCAL
ids : List(Ident) = idl + ids2

subroadsection(OUT ids) ->
SUBROADsym ( )
identsym(OUT idl : Ident)
OPTMOREidentsection(OUT ids2: List(Ident))
CHECKS
LOCAL
ids : List(Ident) = idl + ids2

subpoisection(OUT ids) ->
SUBPOINT_OF_INTERESTsym()
identsym(OUT idl : Ident)
OPTMOREidentsection(OUT ids2: List(Ident))
CHECKS
LOCAL
ids : List(Ident) = idl + ids2

[37]

subfinishsection(OUT ids) ->
SUBFINISHsym()
identsym(OUT idl : Ident)
OPTMOREidentsection(OUT ids2: List(Ident))
CHECKS
LOCAL
ids : List(Ident) = idl + ids2

OPTMOREsubroutesection(OUT srs) ->
subroutedescription(OUT srl: subroute)
OPTMOREsubroutesection(OUT srs2: List(subroute))
CHECKS
LOCAL
srs
List(subroute) = srl+srs2

OPTMOREsubroutesection(OUT srs) ->
CHECKS
LOCAL
srs: List(subroute) = NIL

subroutesection (OUT srs) ->
subroutedescription(OUT srl: subroute)
OPTMOREsubroutesection(OUT srs2: List(subroute))
CHECKS
LOCAL
srs
List(subroute) = srl+srs2

D

PRESENT.SCAN

SCANNER present
(*

=====>

specify scanner information for the data input AG here

<=====

SYMBOLS
ROUTEsym
STARTsym
FINISHsym
LENGTHsym
SUBROUTEsym
SUBSTARTsym
SUBFINISHsym
SUBLENGTHsym
SUBROADsym
SUBPOINT_OF_INTERESTsym
MESSAGEsym
ARRIVALsym
CROSSsym
STREETsym
CITYsym
openbr
closebr
ddot
semicolon
comma
dot
hyphen

"ROUTE"
"START"
"FINISH"
"LENGTH"
"SUBROUTE"
"SUBSTART"
"SUBFINISH"
"SUBLENGTH"
"SUBROAD"
"SUBPOI"
"NEXTMSG"
"ARRIVE"
"CROSS"
"STREET"
"CITY"
(

11

n )

"

II

H

•II

11."
I

II

II
I

" "
"-"

RULES
comments
SKIP SHORTEST = "COMMENT:" {Any} ";" .
identsym
Ident = (Letter { Letter I digit I underscore})
numbersym: Ident = {digit}+ ["." {digit}+] .
space SKIP = { white }+ .
SETS
Letter
letter
digit
white
Any
underscore
empty

['a'
'z', 'A' ..
['a'
'z']
[ '0'
'9']
[HT, LF , FF, ' ' ]
[NUL .. DEL]

'Z']

[I-']

[ '#' ]

[39]

I

empty .

*)

E

PRESENT _SUMMARIZE.IMPL

IMPL UNIT present_Summarize
USE present_Datastruct
present_Database.getcoordinate
present_Database.allcoordinates
( * ====·=> implement· the functions· used in present. agdl to collect the
values and construct the datastructure here <===== *)

RULES
(* routecollect *)
collect: [s:List(Ident),f:destinationtype,l:Int,srs:List(subroute),
msg:Int,arr: Int] :summarytype
LOCAL
sstring : List(String) = s*String
(* Elegant: apply the function String to all elements of v
and return a list of strings *)
tmp : coordinatetype = getcoordinate: [sstring, allcoordinates]
start: startcoordinatetype = startcoordinatetype: [tmp]
finish : destinationtype = f
length : stamint = stamint: [l]
subroutes: subroutelisttype = subroutelisttype:[srs]
message : stamint = stamint: [msg]
arrival : stamint = stamint: [arr]
res : summarytype =
route: [start, finish, length, subroutes, message, arrival]
->

RETURN (res) ;

[40]

subcollect: [sstart:List(Ident),sfinish:List(Ident),slength:Int,
sroad:List(Ident),spoi:List(Ident)] :subroute
LOCAL
emptystring : String = "#"
ssstring
List(String) = sstart*String
substart : coordinatetype = getcoordinate: [ssstring,allcoordinates]
sfstring : List(String) = sfinish*String
subfinish : coordinatetype = getcoordinate: [sfstring,allcoordinates]
sublength : stamint = stamint: [slength]
srstring : List(String) = sroad*String
substreet: roadtype = roadtype:[srstring]
spstring : List(String) = spoi*String
subpoi : poitype = IF Head: [spstring] == emptystring
THEN NIL AS poitype
ELSE poitype: [spstring]
FI
res
subroute =
subroute: [substart, subfinish, sublength, substreet, subpoi]
->

RETURN(res);
destination: [city:List(Ident),street:List(Ident),cstreet:
List(Ident)] :destinationtype
LOCAL
emptystring : String = 11 # 11
citystring : List(String) = city*String
deity : coordinatetype
getcoordinate: [citystring,allcoordinates]
streetstring : List(String) = street*String
dstreet : roadtype = roadtype: [streetstring]
cstreetstring : List(String) = cstreet*String
dcrossing : roadtype = IF Head: [cstreetstring] == emptystring
THEN NIL AS roadtype
ELSE roadtype: [cstreetstring]
FI
res : destinationtype = destinationtype: [dcity,dstreet,dcrossing]

=

->

RETURN(res);

(41]

(* comments:
1. the function getcoordinate is specified in
present_Database. It is a simple, special purpose function which
checks whether a certain cityname has been read before or not. It
guarantees that no city is introduced more than once.
2. most chunck of data from the trip-table are initially stored as
list of identifiers. For example, a road name like Oude'Kijkin net
Jatstraat is 'read' as a list of 5 identifiers. It is then
converted to a list of Strings, and finally assigned to a variable
of type 'roadtype' using the expression 'roadtype: [streetstring] '.
3. in the trip-table, missing data is marked with a '#'. If this
symbol is encountered the value NIL (cast to the right type) is
assigned.

*)

[42]

F

BASICTEMPLATES. TXT

/* =====> specify the templates here <=====*/

TEMPLATE Sentl
/* The distance from <here> to <there> is <length> kilometers. */
<

LOCAUX length FROM express: [sum, sum.length, c, {}, default]
LOCAUX there FROM express: [sum, sum.finish.place, c, {}, default]
LOCAL heretreel : stree = np-[nb-[nO-"here"]]
positionstring: String= pickany: [{"position","whereabouts"}]
heretree2 : stree = np-[dp-[db-[dO-"your"]],
nb-[ap-[ab-[aO-"current"]],
nO-positionstring]]
heretree : stree = pickany: [{heretreel, heretree2}]
LOC ks:CODE=(::),
nc:context=c
TREE cp[np [ dp [ db [ dO <the>] ]
nb [nO <distance>]
pp [pb [pO <from>]
LOCAL heretree
pp [pb [pO <to> ]
LOCAUX there

]

cb [cO <is>
ip [np <>
ib [np [nb [LOCAUX length
no <kilometers>

iO <>
]

TOPIC intro
TELLSABOUT sum $ sum.length
CONDITION notknown: [sum.length] AND known: [sum.finish.place]
>

[43]

TEMPLATE Sent2
/*
[[first/first of all/to begin with]/[then/next/subsequently/after that]
[(and) finally/ultimately]], you [take/follow] <road> from <subroute.start:
to <subroute.finish> for <subroute.distance> kilometers */
<

LOCAUX
LOCAUX
LOCAUX
LOCAUX

here FROM express: [sum, currentsr. start, c, {}, default]
there FROM express: [sum, currentsr.finish, c, {}, default]
road FROM express: [sum, currentsr.road, c, {}, default]
distance FROM express: [sum, currentsr.length, c, {}, default]

LOCAL listsr : {subroute} = First: [notknown,sum.subroutes.value]
currentsr: subroute = Head:[listsr]
nextstring : String =
pickany: [{"next", "subsequently", "then", "after that"}]
firststring : String =
pickany: [{"first", "first of all", "to begin with"}]
finallystring : String =
pickany: [ {"finally", "ultimately", "and finally"}]
comma: stree = puncAmin-","
qualificationtree : stree =
IF Head: [First: [notknown, sum.subroutes.value]] =
Last: [sum.subroutes.value]
THEN ap-[ab-[aO-finallystring]]
ELSE
IF Head: [First: [notknown, sum.subroutes.value]] =
Head: [sum.subroutes.value]
THEN ap-[ab-[aO-firststring]]
ELSE ap-[ab-[aO-nextstring]]
FI
FI
verbtree : stree =
IF Head: [First: [notknown, sum.subroutes.value]] =
Head: [sum.subroutes.value]
THEN cO-"follow"
ELSE cO-"take"
FI
LOC ks:CODE=markexplicit: [currentsr,c.loc],
nc:context=c

[44]

TREE cp [LOCAL
LOCAL
cp[np
cb

qualificationtree
comma
[nb [nO <you>]]
[LOCAL verbtree
ip [ ib [LOCAUX road]
iO <>
pp [pb [pO <from>] ]
LOCAUX here
pp [pb [pO <to> ]
LOCAUX there

pp [pb [pO <for>]]
np [nb [LOCAUX distance
no <kilometers>]]

TOPIC body
TELLSABOUT sum $ sum.subroutes
CONDITION known: [sum.finish.place] AND
Any: [notknown,sum.subroutes.value] AND
known: [sum.subroutes]
>

[45]

TEMPLATE Sent3
!* Have [a/an] [nice/pleasant/good/agreeable]
[trip/journey/drive/voyage]! */
<

LOCAL nicestring: String= pickany: [{"nice","pleasant","good","agreeable"}
nicetree : stree = ap-[ab-[aO.nicestring]]
tripstring: String= pickany: [{"journey","trip","drive","voyage"}]
triptree : stree = nb-[nO-tripstringJ
dettree : stree =
IF nicestring == "agreeable"
THEN dp-[db-[dO-"an"]]
ELSE dp-[db-[dO-"a"]]
FI /* see: aoran in DYD */
exclamation: stree = puncAmin-"!"
LOC ks:CODE=(::),
nc:context=c
TREE cp [np [nb [nO <>]]
cb [cO <have>
ip[ np [LOCAL dettree
nb [LOCAL nicetree
LOCAL triptree

iO <>
]
]

LOCAL exclamation

TOPIC conclusion
TELLSABOUT sum
CONDITION known: [Last: [sum.subroutes.value]] AND known: [sum.nextmessage]
AT_MOST_ONCE
>

[46]

TEMPLATE Sent4
/* You are currently guided to (street> in <city>. */
<

LOCAUX street FROM express: [sum, sum.finish.street, c, {}, default]
LOCAUX city FROM express: [sum, sum.finish.place, c, {}, default]
LOC ks:CODE=(::),
nc:context=c
no <you>]]
TREE cp [np [nb
ib [ib [iO <are>]
ip [ ap [ab [ aO <currently>]]
ib [ iO <guided>]]]
cb [pp [pb [pO <to>] ]
LOCAUX street
pp [pb [pO <in> ] ]
LOCAUX city
co <>

TOPIC intro
TELLSABOUT sum$ sum.finish
CONDITION notknown: [sum.finish.place]
>

[47]

TEMPLATE Sent5
/* Expected time of arrival is <time> */
<

LOCAUX time FROM expresstime: [sum, sum.arrival, c,

{}, default]

LOC ks:CODE=(::),
nc:context=c
TREE cp [np [ap [ab .[aO «expected>]]
nb [nO <time>
pp [pb [pO <of>]
np [nb [nO <arrival>]]]]]
cb [cO <is>
LOCAUX time
]

TOPIC intro $ conclusion
TELLSABOUT sum $ sum.arrival
CONDITION known: [sum.finish.place] AND notknown:[sum.arrival] AND
known: [sum.length]
>

[48]

TEMPLATE Sent6
/* The next guidance message comes within <distance> kilometers. */
<

LOCAUX distance FROM express: [sum, sum.nextmessage, c,

{}, default]

LOC ks:CODE=(::),
nc:context=c
TREE cp [np [dp [db [dO <the>]]
nb [ap [ab [ aO <next>] ]
np [nb [np [nb [nO <guidance>]]]
no <message>]]]
cb [cO <comes>
ip [pp [pb [pO <within>]]
np [nb [LOCAUX distance
no <kilometers>

TOPIC conclusion
TELLSABOUT sum $ sum.nextmessage
CONDITION known: [Last: [sum.subroutes.value]] AND notknown: [sum.nextmessage]
>

[49]

TEMPLATE Sent7
/* [more/further] [details/particulars/instructions]
will be [provided/given] [along/on] the way */
<

LOCAL morestring: String= pickany: [{"more","further"}]
moretree : stree = dp-[db-[dO-morestring]]
detailstring : String =
pickany: [{"details","particulars","instructions"}]
detailtree : stree = nb-[nO-detailstring]
givenstring : String= pickany: [{"given", "provided"}]
giventree : stree = iO-givenstring
alongstring: String= pickany: [{"along","on"}]
alongtree : stree = pb-[pO-alongstring]
LOC ks:CODE=(::),
nc:context=c
TREE cp [np [LOCAL moretree
LOCAL detailtree
]

cb [cO <are>]
LOCAL giventree
pp [LOCAL alongtree
np [dp [db [dO <the>]]
nb [nO <way> ] ]

TOPIC body
TELLSABOUT sum
CONDITION known: [Last:[sum.subroutes.value]]
AT_MOST_ONCE
>

[50]

TEMPLATE Sent8
/* The [global/rough] [itinerary/route description]
[like this/as follows] */

[looks/goes]

<

LOCAL globalstring: String= pickany: [{"global","rough"}]
globaltree: stree = ap-[ab-[aO-globalstring]]
itinerarystring: String= pickany: [{"itinerary","route description"}]
itinerarytree: stree = np-[nb-[nO-itinerarystring]]
lookstring: String= pickany:[{"looks","goes"}]
looktree : stree = cO-lookstring
pptreel
stree = pp-[pb-[pO-"as"],
np-[nb-[nO-"follows"]]]
pptree2
stree = pp-[pb-[pO-"like"],
np-[nb-[nO-"this"]]]
pptree : stree = pickany: [{pptreel,pptree2}]
LOC ks:CODE=markimplicit: [sum.subroutes,c.loc],
nc:context=c
TREE cp [np [dp [db [dO <the>]]
nb [LOCAL globaltree
LOCAL itinerarytree
]

cb [LOCAL looktree
ip [LOCAL pptree
iO <>

TOPIC body
TELLSABOUT sum $ sum.subroutes
CONDITION notknown: [Head:[sum.subroutes.value]] AND
known: [sum.finish.place]
AT_MOST_ONCE
>

[51]
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PRESENT _EXPRESS.IMPL

IMPL UNIT present_Express
USE
present_Context.appcontext
present_Handwritten. A
present_Index.getindex
present_Int2card.mkgetaltree
present_Int2card.mktimetree
present_Lexiconaccess.get
present_Ks.notknown
present_Ks.known
present_Ks.markexplicit
present_Ks.marklijstexplicit
present_Ks.markimplicit
present_Mess.write
present_Poly.pickany
present_Stree. *
present_Stree. I
present_Stree. present_Stree. A
present_Stree.
present_Stree.treewrite
RULES
+ [NIL:List{String)] :String
->RETURN {II II) ;
+ [ss: (List{String))] :String
LOCAL tailstr:String = +Tail: [ss]
->

RETURN(AHead: [ss] +IF tailstr

==

1111

A [NIL: String] :String
->RETURN {II II) ;
A [s: {String)] :String
->RETURN{s);
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THEN

1111

ELSE

11

11

FI+ tailstr);

(***** =====> implement MAKE NB FUNCTIONS here

<===== ******)

makecitynbs: [sum: (suromarytype),entl:coordinatetype,
c:context,es:{entity}] :{tksc}
LOCAL
predicate= FUNCTION ([ne:entity] :Boal->
sem
RETURN(present_Model.is_City_of_Light: [ne]))
nbrec
nbfeat = NIL
t
stree = NIL
nc
context = NIL
CODE = (: : )
nks
ntksc
tksc = NIL
ress
{tksc} = NIL
sp
sempred = NIL
->

IF sem: [entl] THEN
sp
. - sempred: [sem]
nbrec := nbfeat: [sg,neu,nonatgen,sp,{}]
t
.- nb*nbrec
-[n0-"city",
pp- [pb- [pQ- Of
np- [nb- [nO- "light"] ] ] ]
nc
.- c
nks
.- markimplicit: [entl,c.loc]
ntksc .- tksc: [t,nks,nc]
( * as NB *)
ress
:+ ntksc
FI
RETURN(ress);
11

[53]

11

]

/

makenbs: [NIL:summarytype, e:entity, c:context, es:{entity}]
-> RETURN ( {}) ;

{tksc}

makenbs: [sum:(summarytype), NIL:entity, c:context, es:{entity}]
-> RETURN ( {});

{tksc}

makenbs: [sum:(summarytype), e:entity, NIL:context, es:{entity}]
-> RETURN ( {});

{tksc}

(* =====> implement makenbs here <===== *)
makenbs: [sum: (summarytype), e:entity, c:context, es:{entity}]
LOCAL
resl
{tksc} = {}
ress
{tksc} = {}
city
coordinatetype = NIL

{tksc}

->

IF e IS coordinatetype
THEN city .- e AS coordinatetype
resl .- makecitynbs: [sum,city,c,es]
ress :+ resl
FI
RETURN(ress);

(***** Main express function ***)

express: [NIL:summarytype, e:entity, c:context, es:{entity},
par:partype]: {tksc}
-> RETURN ( {});

express: [sum: (summarytype), NIL:entity, c:context, es:{entity},
par:partype]: {tksc}
-> RETURN ( {}) ;

express: [sum: (summarytype), e: (entity), NIL:context, es:{entity},
par:partype]: {tksc}
-> RETURN ( {}) ;

[54]

express: [sum: (summarytype), e:entity, c: (context), es:{entity},
par:partype]: {tksc}
(* =====> implement the express function here <===== *)
LOCAL getal : stamint = NIL
place : coordinatetype = NIL
street : roadtype = NIL
resl
{tksc} = {}
ress : {tksc} = {}
->

IF e IS stamint
THEN
getal := e AS stamint
resl .- expressgetal: [sum,getal,c,es,par]
ress :+ resl
FI
IF e IS coordinatetype
THEN
place := e AS coordinatetype
resl .- expressplace: [sum,place,c,es,par]
ress :+ resl
FI
IF e IS roadtype
THEN
street := e AS roadtype
resl .- expressroad: [sum,street,c,es,par]
ress :+ resl
FI
RETURN(ress);

expressroad: [sum: (summarytype), street:roadtype, c: (context),
es:{entity},par:partype]: {tksc}
LOCAL index
Int = getindex: [street]
nprec : npfeat = [index, three, sg, masc, nocase, nonatgen,
propername, {}]
roadtree : stree = get: [street.value]
tree : stree = np*nprec
-[dp-[db-[dO-"the"]],
nb-[nO-roadtree]
]

ks : CODE = markexplicit: [street, c.loc]
nc : context = c
ntksc : tksc = tksc: [tree,ks,nc]
->RETURN({ntksc});

[55]

expressplace:[sum: (summarytype), place:coordinatetype, c: (context),
es:{entity},par:partype]: {tksc}
LOCAL index
Int = getindex: [place]
nprec
npfeat = NIL
pp rec
ppfeat = NIL
placestree : stree = NIL
tree : stree = NIL
nks : CODE= (::)
nc-: context= c
res : tksc = NIL
resl : {tksc} = NIL
ress : {tksc} = NIL
nbs : {tksc} = NIL
->

(* as Proper name *)
nprec := [index, three, sg, masc,
nocase, nonatgen, propername, {}]
placestree .- get: [place.value]
(*alternative: getvalue:[place] =place.value
to define in present_Datastruct.impl *)
tree .- np*nprec
-[nb-[nO-placestree]
]

nks := markexplicit: [place, c.loc]
nc := c
res := tksc: [tree,nks,nc]
ress :+ res
( * as ' there' * )
pprec := ppfeat: [index,perspro]
tree := pp*pprec
-[pb-[pO-"there"
]

nks := markimplicit:[place,c.loc]
nc := c
res := tksc: [tree,nks,nc]
ress :+ res
(* as definite descr. *)
(* pre: the result of makenbs must have a topnode with a nbnode
nbs := makenbs: [sum,place,c,es]
IF nbs # NIL
THEN
resl := {ntk I
nbtksc
<- nbs,
tksc
nbt
stree
= nbtksc.tree,
nbn
nbnode = nbt.n AS nbnode,
nbrec
nbfeat = nbn. feat,
[56]

*)

determiner : String =
IF
nbrec.number = sg
THEN pickany: [ {"the", "this"}]
ELSE pickany: [ { "the" , "these" } ]
FI,
npt
nptypetype = IF determiner -- "this" OR
determiner -- "these"
THEN demdes
ELSE def des
FI,
nprecl: npfeat = [index, three, nbrec.number,
nbrec.gender, nocase,
nbrec.natgender, npt,
nbrec. sorts] ,
( : nprecl. sem : = nbrec. sem : ) ,
tl
: stree
np*nprecl
-[dO-determiner,
nbt

=

]

ksl
cl
ntk

CODE
context
tksc

}

ress :+ resl
FI
RETURN(ress);

[57]

I

= nbtksc.ks,
=

=

nbtksc.c,
tksc: [tl,ksl,cl]

expresstime: [NIL:summarytype, getal:stamint, c:context, es:{entity},
par:partype]: {tksc}
->RETURN({});

expresstime: [sum: (summarytype), NIL:stamint, c:context, es:{entity},
par:partype]: {tksc}
->RETURN({});

expresstime: [sum: {summarytype), getal: (stamint), NIL:context, es:{entity},
par:partype]: {tksc}
->RETURN({});
expresstime: [sum: (summarytype), getal:stamint, c: (context), es:{entity},
par:partype] :{tksc}
LOCAL ind : Int = getindex: [getal]
nprec
npfeat = [ind, three, sg, masc, nocase, nonatgen,
propername, {}]
ntree
stree = mktimetree: [getal.value]
tree : stree = np*nprec
-[ntree

= markexplicit:

[getal, c.loc] ++
markexplicit: [sum, c.loc]
nc
context = c
ntksc : tksc = tksc: [tree,ks,nc]
->RETURN({ntksc});
ks

CODE

expressgetal: [sum: (summarytype), getal:stamint, c: (context), es:{entity},
par:partype] :{tksc}
LOCAL ind : Int = getindex: [getal]
nprec : npfeat
[ind, three, sg, masc, nocase, nonatgen, propername,
ntree : stree = mkgetaltree: [getal.value]
tree : stree = np*nprec
-[ntree
]
ks
CODE = markexplicit: [getal, c.loc] ++
markexplicit: [sum, c.loc]
nc
context = c
ntksc : tksc = tksc: [tree,ks,nc]
->RETURN({ntksc});

=

H

PRESENT _INT2CARD.IMPL

IMPL UNIT present_Int2card
USE
present_Stree
present_Stree.
present_Stree. ~
present_Stree. present_Stree.np
present_Stree.ap
present_Stree.nO
present_Stree. *
present_Stree.aO
present_Mess.write
present_Poly.pickany
RULES
int2card:[i:Int] :String
LOCAL
str : String
= NIL
->

IF
ELSIF
ELSIF
ELSIF
ELSIF
ELSIF
ELSIF
ELSIF
ELSIF
ELSIF
ELSIF
ELSIF
ELSIF
ELSIF
ELSIF
ELSIF
ELSIF
ELSIF
ELSIF
ELSIF
ELSIF
ELSIF
ELSIF
ELSIF

i=O
i=l
i=2
i=3
i=4
i=S
i=6
i=7
i=B
i=9
i=lO
i=ll
i=l2
i=13
i=l5
i=18
i=20
i=30
i=40
i=SO
i=60
i=70
i=BO
i=90

THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN

str
str
str
str
str
str
str
str
str
str
str
str
str
str
str
str
str
str
str
str
str
str
str
str

..............:=
.........-

"zero"
"one"
"two"
"three"
"four"
"five"
"six"
"seven"
"eight"
"nine"
"ten"
"eleven"
"twelve"
"thirteen"
"fifteen"
"eighteen"
"twenty"
"thirty"
"forty"
"fifty"
"sixty"
"seventy"
"eighty"
"ninety"
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ELS IF i=lOO THEN str .- "hundred"
ELS IF i=lOOO THEN str .- "thousand"
ELS IF i DIV 90 = 1 THEN str .- int2card:
ELS IF i DIV 80 = 1 THEN str .- int2card:
ELS IF i DIV 70 = 1 THEN str .- int2card:
ELS IF i DIV 60 = 1 THEN str .- int2card:
ELS IF i DIV 50 = 1 THEN str .- int2card:
ELS IF i DIV 40 = 1 THEN str .- int2card:
ELS IF i DIV 30 = 1 THEN str .- int2card:
ELS IF i DIV 20 = 1 THEN str .- int2card:
ELS IF i DIV 10 = 1 THEN str .- int2card:
FI
RETURN ( str) ;

[60]

[90] +
[80] +
[70] +
[60] +
[50] +
[40] +
[30] +
[20] +
[i-10]

int2card:
int2card:
int2card:
int2card:
int2card:
int2card:
int2card:
int2card:
+ "teen"

[i-90]
[i-80]
[i-70]
[i-60]
[i-50]
[i-40]
[i-30]
[i-20]

mktimetree: [time:Int] :stree
LOCAL hours: Int = time DIV 100
mins : Int = time MOD 100
nresult : stree = NIL
result : stree = NIL
morningtreel
stree = nO-"AM"
morningtree2 : stree = nO-[pp-[pb-[pO-"in"]],
np- [dp- [db- [dO- "the"]],
nb-[nO-"morning"]]]
morningtree : stree = pickany: [{morningtreel, morningtree2}]
afternoontreel
stree = nO-"PM"
afternoontree2: stree
n0-[pp-[pb-[p0-"in"]],
np-[dp-[db-[dO-"the"]],
nb-[n0- afternoon"]]]
afternoontree : stree = pickany: [{afternoontreel, afternoontree2}]
eveningtreel
stree = nO-"PM"
eveningtree2 : stree = n0-[pp-[pb-[p0-"in
np- [ dp- [db- [ dO- II the II] ]
nb-[n0- evening
eveningtree : stree = pickany: [{eveningtreel, eveningtree2}]
hourstring : String = NIL
hourtree : stree = NIL
minutestring : String = NIL
minutetree : stree = NIL

=

11

11

]],

I

11

->

IF (mins = 0) THEN minutetree := ap-[ab-[a0-""]]
ELSE minutestring := int2card: [mins]
minutetree .- ap-[ab-[aO-minutestring]]
FI
(* time in numbers *)
IF (time >= 0002 AND time < 0100) THEN
nresult := np-[nb-[minutetree],
nO-"minutes",
pp-[pb-[pO-"past"],
np-[nb-[nO-"midnight"]]]]
ELSIF (time >= 0100 AND time <= 1200) THEN
hourstring := int2card: [hours]
hourtree := ap-[ab-[aO-hourstring]]
nresult := np-[nb-[hourtree,
minutetree,
morningtree] ]
ELSIF (time > 1200 AND time <= 1800) THEN
hourstring := int2card: [hours-12]
hourtree := ap-[ab-[aO-hourstring]]
nresult := np-[nb-[hourtree,
minutetree,
afternoontree]]
[61]

11

]]]

ELSE hourstring := int2card: [hours-12]
hourtree := ap-[ab-[aO-hourstring]]
nresult := np-[nb-[hourtree,
minutetree,
eveningtree]]
FI
(* time in words; if possible *)
IF (time >= 1155 AND time <= 1205) THEN
result : = np- [pp- [pb- [pO- around
nb-[n0- noon
ELSIF (time >= 2355 OR time <= 0005) THEN
result := np-[pp-[pb-[p0-"around"]],
nb-[nO-"midnight"]]
ELSE result := nresult (* time in words not possible *)
FI
RETURN(result);
11

11

11

11

]]
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]

]

,

•

(*** mkgetaltree: stripped down DYD version by EK ***)
mkgetaltree: [cijfer:Int] :stree
LOCAL

getalstring : String = NIL
getaltree : stree = NIL
getalltree
stree = NIL
getal2tree : stree
NIL
markedtree : stree = NIL
divlOO
Int
= cijfer
Int
modlOO
= cijfer
divlOOO
Int
= cijfer
Int
modlOOO
= cijfer

=

DIV
MOD
DIV
MOD

100
100
1000
1000

->

IF cijfer < 100
THEN
getalstring := int2card: [cijfer]
getaltree := ap-[ab-[aO-getalstring]]
ELSIF divlOOO >= 10 OR (divlOOO > 0 AND modlOOO < 100) OR
(divlOOO > 0 AND modlOOO = 0)
THEN getalltree := IF divlOOO # 1
THEN mkgetaltree: [divlOOO]
ELSE NIL
FI
getal2tree .- IF modlOOO >= 1
THEN mkgetaltree: [modlOOO]
ELSE NIL
FI
getaltree .- ap-[ap-[ab-[getalltree,
aO-"thousand"
]

I

getal2tree
]

ELSIF divlOO >= 1
THEN getalltree := IF divlOO >= 1
THEN mkgetaltree: [divlOO]
ELSE NIL
FI
getal2tree := IF modlOO > 0
THEN mkgetaltree: [modlOO]
ELSE NIL
FI
getaltree .- ap-[ap-[ab-[getalltree,
aO-"hundred"
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]

I

getal2tree
]

ELSE getalstring .- String: [cijfer]

FI
markedtree := getaltree
RETURN{markedtree);
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